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DBLT4W SECD LINT TRAP

Item no. 46000

Description

When you think of serious hazards in your home, this one doesn't come to mind: lint.

It's not a hazard to health, such as for example, mould or radon gas. Lint can light up

fast, and can be a serious fire hazard. Lint in the ductwork can also self-ignite, given

the right conditions.

This risk increases the more lint accumulates in places it shouldn't, such as a dryer

vent and duct. Taking proper precautions helps minimizing the risk. A good way to do

this is by installing a secondary lint trap DBLT 4W between the dryer and dryer

exhaust ventilator. 

The lint trap box is equipped with a screen that filters the air that feeds into the dryer

exhaust fan. The screen catches any airborne lint in the ductwork that isn't caught by

the dryer's lint screen.

The less lint accumulation, the better your dryer performs. Even if you're cleaning the

lint trap once a month, it's a good idea to look through its window to make sure the

filter isn't full.

The lint trap DBLT 4W is made of galvanized metal sheet and fits a 4 inch duct. The

device can be used when the duct length between dryer and exhaust fan is between

5 and 15 linear (not equivalent) feet.

Technical parameters

Other

Weight 2,25 lbs.

Dimensions

A B C D
DBLT4W 10 6 7 1/8 3 29/32
Dimensions in inches
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Accessories

Documentation

450224 DBLT4W OIPM EN.pdf (352,18kB)
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